Abstract. In the paper, using some MATLAB fuzzy logic toolbox Demos, in which the fuzzy controllers are compared with the classical PID ones, it is shown that the well tuned classical PID controllers are significantly better than those fuzzy presented in the Demos. It is shown, that using fuzzy approach, it is very difficult to shape the input-output nonlinearity, describing the so called fuzzy block of the fuzzy controller. It is also shown, that the linear fuzzy block (created to obtain comparable results with the classical PID controllers) is not justified at all, because it may be replaced by the usual summing junction, which is significantly simpler. The considerations of the paper do not support the idea of fuzzy controllers.
Introduction
The most important reason of creation of the idea of fuzzy controllers was the possibility of utilization of the knowledge of experts concerning the rules of control. The possibility of utilization of this knowledge seemed to be interesting especially then, when the models of the plant was not known and when it was difficult to built these models. It was accepted that the control rules are expressed by the experts in a linguistic form [1] . The linguistic formulations like "large positive", "medium positive" etc., determining the value of a variable, must then be completed by some membership functions, explaining the meaning of these formulations by means of the fuzzy logic language [2] [3] .
And there arises the problem, because the responsible experts from control, usually do not wont to choose the appropriate membership functions from a large set of them. Therefore, these functions, as well as the other operations used in fuzzy controllers like: aggregation, activation, accumulation and defuzzyfication [4] , which are also not uniquely determined must be chosen by the controller designer. In this manner the designer has a larger influence on the shape of the input-output characteristic of the nonlinear static element (called in the present paper the fuzzy block) of the fuzzy controller than the linguistic rules of the expert have.
Therefore, nowadays, all the component parts of the process of the fuzzy controller design, together with the rules, membership functions and mentioned above operations are chosen by the designer to obtain reasonable input-output characteristic of the fuzzy block [4] . One may note that this method of design (based on fuzzy approach), of the nonlinear static element with a demanded nonlinear input-output characteristic is very complicated. In connection with this there arises the question whether this method of design may be justified at all.
The second cause of undertaking the considerations of the present paper is the spreading conviction (especially in the fuzzy logic literature) about superiority of fuzzy controllers. This conviction may be met also in industry. Lastly, the author of the present paper heard from the specialist who designed the automation of a power block, that the people from industry put the question whether it is possible to apply the fuzzy controllers as modern and better solution. Since similar convictions are not isolated and the conviction of the author of the present paper is different, then it is worthwhile to feed the discussion concerning the matter (see [5] Athans -Zadeh debate).
In the present paper, using three MATLAB Fuzzy Logic Demos [6] , in which the fuzzy controllers are compared with classical PID ones, it is shown that the well tuned classical PID controllers are significantly better than those fuzzy presented in the Demos. It is noted, that it is very difficult to shape the input-output nonlinearity of the fuzzy block using fuzzy approach. It is also shown, that the linear fuzzy block created e.g. in [4, 7] , to obtain comparable results of the fuzzy and classical PID controllers is not justified at all, because it may be replaced by usual and significantly simpler summing junction.
The plant in the MATLAB demos
The fuzzy logic toolbox of the MATLAB contains several Demos in which a fuzzy controller is compared with the classical PID one (see [6] ). We will focus our attention on three of them, namely sltank.mdl, sltankrule.mdl and sltank2.mdl. The plant simulated in these Demos is the tank shown in Fig. 1a , with a liquid inflow q 1 , outflow q 2 and level h. The case of the free gravity outflow q 2 = c √ h is considered so that the tank is described by the equation
where P is the area of the liquid surface and c is a constant coefficient. The simulated model of the tank takes into account the constraint 0 ≤ h ≤ 2. Thus the steady state characteristic for 0 ≤ h ≤ 2 is described by
The steady state characteristic with the readings taken from the simulated tank is shown in Fig. 1b . Thus the plant is nonlinear, as for h ≈ 3 the gain ∆h/∆q 1 ≈ 5.1, while for h ≈ 1.5 we have ∆h/∆q 1 ≈ 11.2.
In the linearity range 0 ≤ q 1 ≤ 0.313 the model of the valve v together with the actuator is described by
where c 1 is a constant coefficient and u is the control signal. Thus dependence (3) describes the model of the integrator.
The classical PID controllers
The transfer function of the PID controller
in the Demos sltank.mdl and sltankrule.mdl has the parameters k 1 = 2, k 2 = 0, k 3 = 1, N = 100, which are not well tuned to the plant. In connection with this the response of the systems with the applied classical PD controller to the rectangular stepwise reference value is at the first look somewhat worse than for the systems with the applied fuzzy controller. The fuzzy controller, which is the same in both the mentioned Demos, will be described in the next section. In the sltank2.mdl not an approximation of derivative is used (as in (4)), but the strict formula k 3 s, which causes some troubles in numerical calculation of derivative. Also for this Demo the parameters of classical PID controller (taking the values k 1 = 2, k 2 = 0, k 3 = 1) are not well tuned, which causes that the system with the applied classical PD controller at the first look is also somewhat worse than the system with the fuzzy controller. The fuzzy controller applied here is different from that applied in the first two Demos.
Description of the fuzzy controllers
4.1. sltank.mdl and sltankrule.mdl. Since in the closed loop the integrator appears (actuator controlling the valve) a fuzzy PD controller is applied in the Demos. Strictly speaking the parts P and D of the fuzzy controller are realized outside of the fuzzy block, which is a nonlinear element with two inputs: error e = r − h (r is the reference value) and the derivative of level dh and one output u determining the control signal. It should be stressed that the fuzzy block is a static, nonlinear element described by the input-output characteristic, corresponding to some function u = f (e, dh), the mathematical formula of which is not known. The input-output characteristic may be obtained by appropriate numerical calculations (in the two discussed MATLAB Demos using e.g. the command "fuzzy tank"). Only the fuzzy block (corresponding to the function u = f (e, dh)) is designed using fuzzy logic approach.
The membership functions of the signals e, dh and u, for the fuzzy block applied in the discussed two Demos are shown in Fig. 2 a, b , c, respectively. The graphical illustration of the applied rules, obtained from the MATLAB FIS editor is shown in Fig. 3 . The principle of operation of the fuzzy block is also illustrated, with accounting activation, accumulation and defuzzyfication. For the exemplary inputs e = −0.349, dh = −0.0609, the determination of the output u = −0.237 is shown.
The surface described by the function u = f (e, dh) and the intersections u = f (e, 0) and u = f (0, dh) are shown in Fig. 4a, b , c, respectively.
The time responses of the Demos to the stepwise change of the reference value r are shown in Fig. 5a . At the first look they look well. However, in the responses zoom (around the higher and lower reference values), shown in Fig. 5b and c, respectively, some overshots and steady state errors appear.
Note that the non-symmetrical placement of the membership functions for u (in Fig. 2c the membership function for "open low" is shifted left) has been applied to fit the controller characteristic to the nonlinearity of the plant. It causes the stronger reaction of the derivative D around the higher reference value (e positive) due to asymmetry of the function u = f (0, dh) shown in Fig. 4c . Owing to this the overshots appearing around the higher and lower reference values are comparable. However, it appears additionally a non demanded
Whether the opinion about superiority of fuzzy controllers is justified effect in the form of the steady state errors, in spite of appearance of the integrator in the loop. This may be justified by the fact that due to asymmetry of the plot from Fig. 4c the function u = f (e, dh) takes a nonzero value for e = 0 and dh = 0. Really, from accurate readings taken from simulations, it results that for e = 0 and dh = 0 it is u = −0.000761 while for e = 0.01 and dh = 0 it is u = 0. Therefore the steady state error e = r − h = 0.01 appears both for higher and lower reference value (see Fig. 5b and 5c ). to the right) then the steady state errors for higher and lower reference value would be zero, but due to nonlinearity of the plant the overshot around the higher reference value would be higher and for the lower reference value it would be no overshot. These considerations illustrate the difficulties in shaping nonlinearity of the characteristic u = f (e, dh) of the fuzzy block, using fuzzy approach.
sltank2,mdl.
To omit repetitions in considerations, the fuzzy controller for the sltank2.mdl will not be described in detail. However, it is worthwhile to note, that in this case the trial of fitting the fuzzy block characteristic u = f (e, dh) to the nonlinearity of the plant was performed by choosing a slightly non-symmetrical membership function for dh, which causes a decrease of the slope of the function f (e, 0) (i.e. of the gain for increments of the part P regulator), for small positive e. It becomes that appearing in this Demo exact non-symmetrical membership function for e influences the shape of the functions f (e, 0) and f (0, dh) insignificantly. Also in this case, in the closed loop system, there appear steady state errors resulting from the same reason as in the first two Demos previously discussed.
The comparison with the well tuned classical PID controller
To make an objective comparison of the systems with fuzzy and classical PID controllers some modification of the later has been introduced in the Demos. Fistly, in all the three Demos the saturations of the classical PID control signal u was introduced, so that −0.9 ≤ u ≤ 0.9, which is comparable with the saturations appearing in fuzzy implementation of the control signal u in the Demos. Secondly, the parameters of the classical PID controller have been tuned to the values k 1 = 16, k 2 = 0, k 3 = 10.2, N = 100. The responses of the sltank.mdl and sltankrule.mdl Demos with the classical PD controller modified in this manner, to stepwise change of the reference value, are shown in Fig. 6 . It is seen that they are significantly better than those of the fuzzy controller (compare Fig. 5 ). Also after zooming no steady state errors and no overshots are shown. A similar improvement has been obtained for the sltank2.mdl.
More exactly the difference between the quality of the fuzzy and classical PID controllers is seen when the sinusoidal reference value r = 1 − 0.5sin(0.03t) is applied. In Fig. 7a the time response of the sltank.mdl Demo with fuzzy controller is seen, while in Fig. 7b -with well tuned classical PID one. From these responses the superiority of the classical PID over the fuzzy controller is exactly seen.
One may note that in this case the large error of the sltank.mdl with fuzzy controller results from the shape of the characteristic u = f (e, dh) shown in Fig. 4b . Really, the slope of this characteristic in the vicinity of e = 0 is equal to 0.0761 and this slope determines the gain of the P part of the fuzzy controller at the vicinity of e = 0. Under sinusoidal reference value the appearing errors lay in the region with a small gain of the P part, which gives the relatively large errors. Thus, the relatively large errors result, among others, from the shape of the P characteristic shown in Fig. 4b . 
Simpler implementation of nonlinearity of the fuzzy block
The rules used for designing the fuzzy block (nonlinear element) may be described in a tabular linguistic form shown in Fig. 8 One step ahead is the usage of singletons (or determined values) for all the variables e, de, u. In this manner there arise the lookup table [4] shown in Fig. 10 . It is easy to note that the lookup table determines the nonlinearity u = f (e, de) in discrete points. The lookup table may be accomplished by some appropriate interpolation, giving the determination of the nonlinearity in any needed point [e, de] not appearing in the table. In comparison to the fuzzy, approach the lookup table is the significantly easier way of implementation of nonlinearity u = f (e, de), which may be shaped locally, using some appropriate interpolation. Another method of implementation of nonlinearity, which may be locally shaped, is its approximation using appropriate polynomials.
One may say that fuzzy approach is the most complicated and less appropriate way of designing the nonlinearity. Moreover, the assumption that the rules are taken from experts is unrealistic. Firstly, the linguistic rules itself without the membership functions have little information. Secondly, the responsible experts from control are not able to choose the membership functions from a large set of them. Thirdly, the shape of the nonlinearity u = f (e, de) are dependent on many freely chosen design components (not dependent of experts) such as: the shape of the membership functions, as well as the formulas for aggregation, accumulation and defuzzyfication. In this manner we return to design of the fuzzy block by appropriate choice of the mentioned design components to obtain a reasonable nonlinearity. But this way is ineffective. It is easier to shape the needed nonlinearity using other e.g. mentioned above methods.
The case of linear fuzzy block
A special kind of the fuzzy block is when the function u = f (e, de) is linear [4, 7] . One may suppose that the goal of designing of the linear fuzzy block (in the domain of its determination, or using fuzzy logic language -in the universe of discourse) was to obtain a comparable performances of the fuzzy and classical PID controllers. The membership functions of the signals e and de are shown in Fig. 11a , while of the singleton outputs are shown in Fig. 11b . If for the aggregation, accumulation and defuzzyfication the operations min, max and "centre of gravity" are used, respectively, the function u = f (e, de) describes the plain shown in Fig. 12a . The plots of the intersections u = f (e, 0) and u = f (0, de) with the axis (e, u) and (de, u), respectively, are the same and they are shown in Fig. 12b . Therefore we have f (e, 0) = e and f (0, de) = de from which it results that the function u = f (e, de) takes the form u = e + de. Thus in this case the function of the fuzzy block may be implement-ed as usual summing junction and it is rather a strange thing to propose then the very complicated implementation using fuzzy approach. The advantage of the simple summing junction implementation in comparison to the very complicated fuzzy implementation is evident. Fig. 12. a) The surface u = f (e, de) and b) the plots u = f (e, 0) and u = f (0, de)
One may note that also any nonlinear function u = f (e, de) may be significantly easier implemented using other e.g. mentioned in Sec. 6 methods than using fuzzy approach. By the way, the fuzzy block described by nonlinear function u = f (e, de) may be interpreted as "nonlinear summing junction" accumulating the influence of the P and D part of the controller.
Final conclusions
As it results from the analyzed Demos the "fuzzy controllers" are worse than the classical PID ones. There arises the question whether this observation concerns also other systems with fuzzy controllers and therefore whether it has some more general character. One may suppose that yes and this view is supported by the following consideration.
The fuzzy block or nonlinear static element described by the function u = f (e, de), theoretically gives some limited possibility of improving controller. However, firstly, the same possibility gives the nonlinear element described by the function u = f (e, de), which may be easier implemented using other methods e.g. lookup tables or polynomial approximation; the latter methods gives the possibility of local shaping of the nonlinearity. Secondly, the local shaping of a demanded nonlinearity by means of the fuzzy approach is a very difficult if at all implementable way. Thirdly, the problem of demanded, static nonlinearity with two or more inputs and one output which improves controller is weakly recognized in nonlinear control theory; one may suppose that generally a dynamic nonlinear element may create better possibilities of improving controller, but this problem goes beyond the scope of fuzzy approach. Fourthly, the essential disadvantage is non analytical description of the nonlinearity u = f (e, de) using fuzzy approach, which creates additional difficulties in analyzing the stability and operation of the system [8] ; only methods based on simulations are available.
One may realize, that the fuzzy controllers applied in the discussed Demos are not the best ones and probably the better fuzzy controllers may be found. However, from the above considerations it results how difficult task it is. The difficulty results from the fact, that they are no elaborated methods of design of fuzzy controllers, therefore only the intuitive seeking of the solution by using simulations may be applied.
Of course, it is possible to built the fuzzy blocks with more than two inputs, however then the problem becomes more complicated, because more rules must be used to design the controller. The above remarks concern also this case.
From above considerations it results that they are no advantages speaking for fuzzy controllers.
To summarize, the opinion about superiority of fuzzy controllers is completely not justified, especially for the control system for which the speed of decaying of the transients is interesting for users. In this case the information about dynamics of the plant must be accounted during design of the controller.
On the other hand, if the plant is stable and a very slow control is acceptable, then the dynamics of the plant plays a negligible role. One may suppose, that in this case the linguistic rules of experts and fuzzy approach may solve the problem. However even then, the fuzzy way of design is to difficult to be accepted. Really, for this case which is relatively easy for solving, some other simpler methods may be applied (e.g. the classical integral I controller with small gain).
The considerations of the present paper concern Mamdani type fuzzy control philosophy. Another questions are related with Takagi-Sugeno (TS) approach, details of which goes beyond the scope of the present paper. However it is worthwhile to note that the latter approach is based on "gain scheduling" methodology elaborated significantly earlier and better for adaptive control systems [5] . The weighting functions used for interpolation, appearing in TS approach, are artificially interpreted as membership functions. In reality these weighting functions have little connection with membership functions and with the role which play the latter-s in the fuzzy logic. Also in TS approach there is no recommendation how to choose these membership functions using fuzzy logic, which causes that in comparison to conventional "gain scheduling" this approach is not competitive.
